
5th Grade Bulletin #22 
Week 5-Class News 

Khan Academy: This week in math we will be continuing our coordinate plane 

module (6). Our new topic coordinate planes, as well as plotting points on a graph. 

Being able to connect plotted points and evaluating a graph is a key skill to start 

learning now. Please let me know if you have trouble connecting on Khan. 
 

Distance Learning Packets: Our packets this week include a Reading Menu #22, 

cursive practice writing either their graphic organizer or reading menu in 

cursive. Also graphic organizer for practicing the reading focus skill, a leveled 

reader and a Daze passage. 
 

Fluency Practice: This means repeated reading out loud of the first section of the 

text. Please read out loud with your student each day from the leveled reader, 

pages two through five. Repeated reading of the same passage builds reading 

fluency.  
 

Skill Practice: This week we are practicing figurative language, and the author's 

word choice in the story. Please support your student with completing the story 

map identifying the story elements you find in the leveled reader, “text 

evidence”. 

Homework 

1. Khan Academy math assignments 

2. Read leveled reader pages 3-6 each day out loud 

3. Finish leveled reader at least twice  

4. Complete graphic organizer "Story Structure: Story Map" 

5. Reading Menu 22 (answer 2 questions this week if you finish all other parts). 

6. Daze #11 

7. Cursive practice- write your reading menu or graphic organizer in cursive! 

8. Read at least 20 minutes each day 

9. Vocabulary Spelling city word practice 

10. There is always Moby Max practice and Epic! 



*The school website has so many art, and other activities &resources.  
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Learning to Hunt
Sean Nesbitt crawled along the pebbly bank of 

Nebraska’s Platte River. This was amazing for several 

reasons. First, until a few months ago, the 16-year-old 

had been living with his family in New York City, 

a great distance from Nebraska. Second, Sean was 

carrying a bow and arrow. And finally, he was crawl-

ing through the dirt next to his new friend, a Pawnee 

teenager named Sharp Eyes.

And to think that all this is happening in 1867, 

thought Sean. He couldn’t help chuckling out loud at 

how crazy it all seemed. Sharp Eyes shot him a critical 

look and raised his finger to his lips. 

The young Pawnee was teaching Sean to hunt, 

and the first rule of hunting was absolute quiet. If 

your prey heard you coming, you’d be having beans 

for supper instead of meat. Sean immediately went 

silent and focused on the task at hand.
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They had been stalking a jackrabbit all morning. It 

was taking all morning because every time they got near 

enough to fire an arrow, Sean would cough or kick a rock. 

Or he’d make some other noise that would give them away, 

and the rabbit would bolt for cover. Sean would get angry 

with himself. But Sharp Eyes would just wait patiently, 

explain how Sean could avoid repeating his mistake, and 

take off after the rabbit again. 

Sean felt envy for Sharp Eyes’s hunting skills and 

knowledge. The Pawnee boy knew how to stay downwind 

of their quarry so the animal couldn’t smell them. And 

he was able to move quickly and purposefully without 

making a sound.
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Sean was astonished at the way his friend 

tracked animals silently through the brush. Sharp 

Eyes could catch a quail in a snare and follow an 

elk trail across a river. Sean wanted to learn every-

thing he could about hunting in the little time he 

would have with Sharp Eyes. Sean and his father 

were part of the crew that was building the Union 

Pacific Railroad, and they would soon be moving to 

a new location.

Sharp Eyes pointed. Sean could just make out 

the rabbit, camouflaged against the branches and 

leaves of a bush. Quietly, Sean fitted an arrow to 

his bow, took aim, and let it fly. 

The jackrabbit leapt into the air and took off 

running, uninjured. It didn’t get far. Sean missed, 

but Sharp Eyes didn’t. The rabbit fell dead, a feath-

ered arrow protruding from its side… a perfect shot. 

Later, the boys were enjoying fresh-roasted 

rabbit in front of a small fire in Sharp Eyes’s village. 

Sharp Eyes paused to thank the rabbit for its sacrifice 

before they dug into the hot and greasy meal. It 

tasted wonderful, especially after all the hard work 

that had gone into getting it. 
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Sean warmed his hands over the fire. At first he had 

been shocked by the idea of using dried buffalo dung to 

build a fire. But on the western plains, there were very few  

trees to cut down for fuel.

Wiping his chin, Sean considered the rows of earthen 

lodges and the Pawnee men and women going about their 

business. It was like a scene from the Western adventure 

magazines he loved to read. But actually being there made 

it all seem so normal. As he got to know the people in the 

Pawnee village, their hopes and desires seemed to him to 

have much in common with those of the people he knew 

back in the East.
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Sean’s Story
While they were hunting, Sharp Eyes was the 

teacher and Sean the student. But after the hunt, it 

was Sean’s turn to answer questions.

Sean’s family had immigrated to America from 

Ireland. Mr. Nesbitt had had difficulty finding work in 

New York City, so he had taken a job cooking for the 

crews building the railroad that would span the conti-

nent. Sean’s mother and sister had stayed behind in the 

care of Mr. Nesbitt’s older brother and his family. But 

Mr. Nesbitt had asked Sean to come with him. Sean 

would be a big help, and he thought the boy could 

do with a bit of adventure.

Sharp Eyes wanted to find out everything he 

could about Sean and his world. He quizzed him 

about Ireland. “This Saint Pat-uh-rick had medicine to 

banish snakes? That is powerful medicine.” He mar-

veled at Sean’s ocean journey. “You saw no land… for 

days? The ocean sounds like the prairie with water 

instead of grass.” He asked about New York. “If no 

one hunts, what do you eat?”

But mostly, Sharp Eyes asked about the railroad. He 

was fascinated by the metal rails that stretched as far as 

the eye could see. 
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Pawnee warriors were providing security for the 

railroad crews. The farther the tracks pushed into the 

frontier, the more danger the crews faced from hostile 

nations like the Sioux and Cheyenne. These nations, espe-

cially, wanted to halt the building of the railroad because 

they felt that the white people brought nothing but sorrow 

to the nations. 

As part of their payment, the Pawnee could ride the 

trains for free. Sharp Eyes hoped to travel one day to the 

faraway places that those rails would lead to—the busy 

coastal cities, the oceans on either side of the continent. 

He asked so many questions because he wanted to be 

prepared for whatever he found when he got there.
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Sean’s Request
Sean finished explaining what an elevator was. As 

the conversation lulled, he got up his nerve. Sean had been 

wanting to ask a favor and decided to ask now before his 

courage deserted him.

“Sharp Eyes, if your people hunt buffalo soon,” he 

began, “may I come with you?”

The Pawnee considered the question. “Don’t your 

people go hunting?”

“Some men went the other day. But they said I was 

too young.”

Sharp Eyes thought for a long time. Finally, he pulled 

himself upright and replied, “You are not too young. But 

no one outside the nation has ever come before. I will have 

to ask the shaman.”

“What is a shaman?”
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“A wise man in our nation.” Sharp Eyes added, 

“Sometimes we have to ride for many days to find a herd.”

“I don’t mind,” Sean shot back. “And I know my father 

would let me go.”

“It can be very dangerous,” warned Sharp Eyes.

“I’ll be careful and stay out of everyone’s way,” prom-

ised Sean eagerly. “I just want to see a hunt.”

Sharp Eyes thought again. A dog passing by tried to 

steal a bite of Sean’s rabbit. Sharp Eyes shooed it off with 

a stone. The dog bared its teeth but ran off. 

“I will ask,” he said, finally breaking into a smile. “But 

you have a lot of practicing to do. Hunting buffalo is a lot 

harder than hunting jackrabbits.”

The next afternoon, when Sean had finished his 

chores and ran to find his friend, Sharp Eyes wasn’t 

smiling. He stood on the margins of the railroad camp 

holding two ponies. Sean couldn’t clearly read his 

friend’s expression. He thought Sharp Eyes looked sad, 

angry, confused.

“What’s wrong?” Sean asked, worried.

But all the Pawnee boy said was, “Come.”
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A Terrible Slaughter
Sean and Sharp Eyes rode for an hour before they 

came to the spot. At first Sean didn’t understand why 

his friend had brought him here. But then he saw. Twenty 

buffalo were lying dead on the prairie. A few had been 

partially skinned, and a little meat had been taken. But 

mostly, they had been killed needlessly and left to rot in 

the sun.

“Your people did this,” said Sharp Eyes. “They shot 

the buffalo and laughed. And then… they just… went 

away. Why?”

Sean realized the question was directed to him.

“Why?” Sharp Eyes repeated.
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“Why would anyone do this? Take lives for nothing?” 

Sharp Eyes was having trouble controlling his feelings.

Sean stood open-mouthed. He did not have an answer.

Sharp Eyes’s anger grew as he spoke. “These creatures are 

a gift from Tirawa, our god. The meat feeds us. The skins 

keep us warm in winter. The bones give us tools. The 

tendons make thread and bowstrings. I’ve seen how your 

people waste things in your camp… how they leave entire 

villages behind when your workers move down the line. 

But this…” He pointed at the rotting bodies. “This…” 

Words failed him.

Sean could only hang his head.

“Maybe the Sioux are right,” said Sharp Eyes sadly 

as he collected himself. “Maybe it is a mistake to welcome 

your people. Your railroad will bring great things to our 

land. But I fear it will bring great sorrow, too.”

Sharp Eyes mounted his horse and rode away.

Sean didn’t see Sharp Eyes for days. He had plenty of 

time to think about his friend’s question. Why had the men 

killed so cruelly and needlessly? The buffalo weren’t dan-

gerous. The railroad camp had plenty of meat. No matter 

how he reasoned, he didn’t have an answer.
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The Buffalo Hunt
One day the following week, Sean was awakened well 

before dawn by Sharp Eyes. 

He stood by the entrance to Sean’s tent. “Come,” he 

said. But today he didn’t look angry.

At the edge of the camp, Sharp Eyes spoke again. 

“A herd of buffalo has come. There will be a hunt. The 

shaman says that you will hunt with us.”

Sean wanted to come, but his crew would be leaving later 

that day. He started to speak, but Sharp Eyes stopped him.
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“We will be back in time. The shaman says that we 

must share our ways. If your people understand, per-

haps they will not waste the buffalo. You shall be the 

one to tell them. Will you come?” Sharp Eyes smiled 

and held out the reins to a pony.

Sean did not hesitate. He smiled back and swung 

into the saddle. “You bet!” he replied.

The Pawnees had gathered near a herd of thou-

sands and thousands of buffalo. In some places, the 

animals were packed so closely together that they 

looked like a forest of fur. Sharp Eyes told Sean that the 

village had been preparing for days, praying and danc-

ing. After the shaman blessed the warriors, scouts 

dressed in wolf robes snuck up on the herd. Buffalo 

didn’t fear wolves, and the braves knew that they 

wouldn’t react if they caught the smell. 

A string of warriors had ridden out in two direc-

tions to surround the herd. A few carried rifles. Most 

had bows and arrows. On a scout’s signal, they charged. 

And Sean charged after them.

What followed was chaos. Dust flew as the buffalo 

stampeded. The wind carried the hunting cries of the 

Pawnee and the snorts and squeals of the animals. The 

warriors chased them, firing arrow after arrow. Sean 

saw how Sharp Eyes got his name. A large buffalo soon 

fell before his bow.
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Sean did his best to keep up with the Pawnee, but 

it was soon clear that they outstripped him in skill and 

agility. When a massive bull nearly trampled Sean, he 

decided to head for cover. He was happy to let the more 

experienced hunters do their work.

Sean wasn’t sure how long the hunt lasted. Ten 

minutes? Half an hour? But the action didn’t stop until the 

animals that had been spared stampeded into the distance. 
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After the Hunt
But the hunt was nothing compared to what happened 

next. In a whirl of activity, the entire nation descended on 

the fallen animals. The buffalo skins were removed and 

rolled up to be taken back to the village, where they would 

be tanned and turned into tents, rugs, leather, robes, 

dresses, and pants. The meat was harvested. Some would 

be cooked; the remainder would be cut into strips to be 

dried. The bones would be used to make everything from 

garden hoes to children’s toys. 

As he watched, Sean was filled with awe and respect. 

He saw how everyone worked together and how nothing 

was wasted. No buffalo died without reason.
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A Promise
The boys returned to the railroad camp a few hours 

later. The men were already packing up, getting ready to 

move to the next stop down the line. 

“Tell your people. They must change their ways.” 

There was no laughter in Sharp Eyes’s voice as he urged 

Sean to convince his people.

The boys silently watched as the railroad men tossed 

trash onto an ever-growing pile.

“I’ll tell them,“ vowed Sean. 

Sharp Eyes looked at the tracks that disappeared into 

the distance. He seemed wistful.

“And,” Sean continued, “I’ll show ’em, too. I promise 

never to kill a buffalo, or any other animal, wastefully. If 

I set a good example, it may help them see.” 

Sharp Eyes nodded. “This could be powerful 

medicine.”

Sean held out his hand. “Thank you, Sharp Eyes. 

You’ve taught me a lot.”

Sharp Eyes grasped Sean’s hand. Then, with a wave, 

he turned and walked away. Sean watched his friend 

disappear into the bright rays of the morning sun. Then 

Sean turned and headed toward the camp. He had a 

promise to keep.
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Afterword
The mass slaughter of the buffalo on the Great Plains 

took place during the mid-1800s. Railroad passengers 

crossing the plains were encouraged to shoot the majestic 

creatures from moving trains for “sport”—just to watch 

them fall. That practice ended only because the smell of 

the rotting buffalo beside the tracks made passengers ill.

Buffalo fur became fashionable, and buffalo meat 

became a delicacy served in restaurants. Hoping to make 

a fortune from buffalo hides, pioneers killed the animals 

by the thousands. Hunters shot until they ran out of 

ammunition or until their gun barrels got too hot to hold. 

“Buffalo Bill” Cody, one of the greatest showmen of the 

Old West, is said to have killed several thousand buffalo 

in just a few months.

The slaughter of the buffalo had a major effect on the 

nations who inhabited the Great Plains. Nations such as 

the Pawnee, who depended on the buffalo, lost one of 

their most important food sources, as well as a significant 

part of their culture. Eventually, most nations were forced 

to move onto reservations set up by the U.S. government.
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Millions of buffalo roamed the Great Plains when 

Europeans first arrived in North America. By 1885, the 

buffalo was nearly extinct in America, with only about 

1,000 of the animals still living. Today, thanks to careful 

breeding, there are nearly 500,000 buffalo in preserves 

throughout the United States.
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Responding
 TARGET SKILL  Theme  What do Sean’s and 

Sharp Eyes’s thoughts and actions tell you about 

the theme of the story? What text details support 

your conclusion? Copy and complete the chart 

below.

Write About It

Text to Text Think of a story you have read about 

two friends like Sean and Sharp Eyes who come from 

different cultures. Write a few paragraphs comparing 

and contrasting Sean and Sharp Eyes with the 

characters you have chosen.

Detail
?

Detail
?

Detail
?

Theme
People from different cultures often have much to learn 
from each other.
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astonished 

banish

bared 

deserted 

envy 

margins

nerve 

reasoned 

spared 

upright

 TARGET VOCABULARY

 TARGET SKILL  Theme  Examine characters’ qualities, 

motives, and actions to recognize the theme of the story.

 TARGET STRATEGY  Infer/Predict Use text clues to 

figure out what the author means or what might happen 

in the future.

GENRE Historical Fiction is a story whose characters 

and events are set in a real period of history.
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Detail Detail Detail

Theme
People from different cultures often have much to learn 
from each other.
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Name:  _______________  

Book Title:________________      Book Author: ________________  

Not  So  Wimpy  Teacher  

Not So Wimpy Teacher strikes 
again!



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 



1. 
What type of 
person would 

enjoy reading your 
story? Why? 

2. 
How has the main 

character changed 
throughout the 

story? Give 
evidence from the 

text. 
 

3. 
What questions do 
you still have about 

your story? 
Explain your 

answer. 
 

4. 
How is this story 

different than the 
stories you usually 

read? Explain. 

5. 
If you have not 
read the ending, 

how do you 
predict the 

problem will be 
solved? 

 

6. 
Choose two 

characters from 
the story and 
explain their 

relationship. How 
do they feel about 

one another? 

7. 
What was the 

main idea of the 
chapter that you 
just read? How do 
the details help to 
support the main 

idea? 

8. 
What text feature 

did you use while 
reading? How did it 
help you to better 

understand the 
text? 

 

9. 
Do you agree with 
the author’s point 
of view? Why or 

why not? 
 

!  I answered the entire question that I chose.  
!  I wrote in complete sentences. 
!  I used evidence and examples from the text to support 

my answer. 
!  I edited my work to make sure that it makes sense. 

Self Check  

After reading, choose 1 question and circle it. 
Questions 1-6 are best for fiction stories and 
questions 7-9 are best for nonfiction books. Record 
your answer to the question in complete sentences.  

Not  So  Wimpy  Teacher  

Reading Menu 22 



Name:  _______________  

Book Title:________________      Book Author: ________________  

Not  So  Wimpy  Teacher  

Not So Wimpy Teacher strikes 
again!



Progress Monitoring

STOP

Practice 1

After playing in the dirt, Sam went  
home
summer 
was

  to wash her hands.

Practice 2

On her way home, she  
chair
sleep 
saw

  an ice cream truck.

Name: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________

C: __________________________

 I: __________________________

 AS: __________________________

G5/Progress Monitoring 11

11
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Park Rangers

The National Park System was founded to make sure that the most beautiful land in the U.S.

would be preserved for the use of park visitors. The government created parks open to the
able
public
getting

on

land with mountain ranges, wild
away
tools
rivers

, forests, and other natural features. However, this
can
was
public

only

the first step in making a
park
stories
ago

system.

The park workers built roads and
trails
well
aid

so that people could easily travel through the
areas
wild
many

land. They needed to make sure that the
there
animals
arrive

as well as the vegetation living within the
dwellings
parks
go

were protected. One way to do this
was
rivers
centers

by teaching visitors about the land and the
first
founded
creatures

that

lived there. Park rangers were
show
duties
hired

to do this job. Rangers are
women
sure
more

and men who work in the

National Parks,
night
use
far

away from towns and cities. Many
so
live
may

in or near the park where they

work
see
protected

to avoid a lengthy commute.

Rangers
enjoy
teaching
dress

in uniforms to help visitors find them.
Helping
Fit
Found

people learn more about the

National Parks
work
helps
is

one of the rangers' primary duties.
Rangers
Dress
One

also police and protect the parks.
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They
camping
enforce
lengthy

the speed limits on the roads that
exhibits
go
men

through the parks and assign camping

spots
responsibility
how

to visitors who want to stay the
night
hired
best

. They even make certain that the
fungi
visitors
help

know

how to control their campfires.
If
Charge
However

a forest fire does start, park
rangers
vegetation
be

help keep the fire

from getting
most
spots
bigger

. If a person is sick or
workers
system
injured

in the park, rangers perform first
aid
would
center

.

Park rangers love the land where they
often
work
lead

. Many of them studied wildlife biology in

pottery
stay
college

. This helps them teach visitors about the
created
park's
parks

plants and animals. Rangers lead nature

bigger
park
walks

around many parks. They tell visitors the
were
names
if

of plants, fungi, and animals that they

park's
find
easily

along the trail.

Visitors can learn about the
park's
assign
pieces

history from park rangers. The rangers
step
uniforms
often

share

stories about people who lived
college
feel
there

many years ago. Rangers may also
people
land
be

able to show

visitors ancient dwellings,
lived
nature
tools

, or pottery.

Many visitors' centers have
exhibits
travel
other

that tell people about the natural
certain
years
features

that are found
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STOP

in the park. These
plants
centers
injured

often show photos of the plants and
fire
only
animals

that live there. Most people

go to the
avoid
believe
visitors'

center when they first arrive at the
park
could
do

. The rangers are in charge of

these
fragile
cities
centers

.

Park rangers do their best to
forests
help
goal

visitors enjoy the land that was
preserved
way
learn

for them. They

believe that they
must
primary
government

teach the visitors how delicate the
parks
share
want

are. Their goal is to help

making
people
delicate

see how the many pieces of the National Parks
creatures
all
live

fit together. This helps visitors feel

a
ranges
make
greater

sense of responsibility when enjoying these
sense
fragile
tell

areas.
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